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no other chapter, and if you want to know whether 'you should eat vegetables or

meat, why ch.l might tell you something about that, no other chapter, and if you

want to know the history of the Persian empire, why oh. 5 will tell. If you

want to know something about lions, ch.6 will tel you. But everyone of them

shows God overruling in the affairs of man, and God bringing to pass what He

desires, and God always dealing with a great powerful political force, and

showing it impotent to resist Him. Question.........

AAM: Well, that is the first six chapters. Now howØ about the next?

What is ch.7 about? Miss MacLean9 AAM: There are Bible students who go

through the Bible, and whenever they find the same phrase used any two places, -------------------------------------------------------------

it is the xa same thing, it has got to be. Whenever it says the last days, it

always refers to the same time, because of this phrase last dr s. Whenever

it says in the end, it must be the same time,because it is called the end. And

whenever you find a certain phrase, whenever you find leaven in the Bible, it

must always describe the same thing, becuase leaven would only be a picture for

one thing. Whenever you find Egypt it must always be the same thing. Now, there

is no reason why God shouldn't choose to use one thing, always as a symbo of

the same. But that He always does it is something that cannot be accepted with

out proof. If you find in most cases t)X1(X that He does that, that the same

figure always means the same thing, then it is aiix reasonable to test further

and see if it will be ...ll..., but you will find people of the most diverse

points of view, who will take it for granted that two things are the same because

of very similar languge used. It is a danger we must avoid, the danger of

jumping to the conclusion that because the same phraseology is used, it must be

the same thing, but it is a first argument in favor of it being the same, and

you requ1re 1x further evidence before you can say that it is not. Here we

have two little horns described, we have never had a little horn described in

the bible anywhere before that I know of, we hever have, I don't think of

anywhere else afterward we have a little horn, but we have this usage. Two

little horns, they both grow out of animals, and they both xpEicz speak blasphem

ous things against God, they are forces against Him, both of which are destroyed
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